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Dan Sutton 	 4/24/92 
123 W. McClure Ave., 
Peopia, Ill, 61604 

Dear Mr. Sutton, 

From my mail many people of your generation fez. as you do. In the same mail was 

a liter from a woman then 10 and she feels now as you do. 

The main reanon my books are not in the bookstores is that after about 100 rejections 

internationally for the first one I published it myself, ito record proving that publishers 

can be dispensibii. I had to improvise distribution and wound up not being paid by most 

of the wholesalers. Sq.rstill order for bookstores and some book stroes order directly from 

U.S but rather few. However, we have always mailed them and we have always been listed in 

'looks in Print. So, any bookstore oould have ordered at any time. Mostly small indivi-

dual orders coat them more than they can make so most pretelda the books are not available. 

Many thins can acount for your being troubled and there'd be something wrong with 

you if you were not. I think that of those many who have written no and expressed how they 

feel the two most troubling aspects are that such a thing couldii;:happend andrtkovern-

ment would lie about it, leaving most thingjkople dissatisfied and worried, and their 

love of the man and what they thought he wanted to do for the country and was trying to (kg 

I think anpther groubling aspect in all the books that claim to hcive solved the 

crime, each in its own fabricated way and none proven most not even tenable, which makes 

for even morecoonfueion. 

Honesty impels me to tell you that government records I obtained by a series of POIA 

laweuits leave it without question: the crime was never investigated and was never intended 

to be investigated.lhus there are no real leads to be followed and thus also you will not 

get what you are looking for in any of the books you have or will jot get.(114) theories in 

any of mina.) 

When you refer to stumbling onto Odetail." you have no way of knowing whether it is 

fact of someone's investion. 

Perhaps pressure continuing on the government will impell it to be honest with us 

at,Bome point and perhaps th4 continuing intereet and pressure will mitigate against it 

ever doing the Sane thing again. 

I so hope anyway, 

thanks and bent wishes, 

herald Weisberg 
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